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The new loco just after unloading on
Friday, 17th June at the Steam
Museum .
Rick Worland photo
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Rob Worland gives us some
details :It is a 12 inch gauge miniature
express steam locomotive No.43,
built in Brisbane in 1967.
Here is a brief outline of some
of the features of this permanent
Ron King and Tony
resident at the Steam Club:
Zara admiring our
The cab height of 960mm is a good
new resident in the
match for the carriages which are
train shed.
1010mm. At the head of the train,
it looks right.
The draw bar pull is more than
sufficient for a five-car train. (The length of Clydesdale Station.) . At 810 lbs it is 2 1/2 times that of Franklin Flyer so should
romp along.
It has the instantly recognisable classic lines of an express steam locomotive from the early 20th century.
The generous sized tender (six feet long) gives the driver a very workable space without the need to hang feet and legs over the
side. The good-sized boiler has a reserve of energy, making driving easier than for smaller boilers that need constant attention
to be working at optimum capacity.
It was built by Australia’s leading miniature steam locomotive builder, Jim
Jackson, with this locomotive as the 13th on the list of 27 miniature steam
locomotives he built. As was done for its “sister” locomotive at the Currumbin
Wildlife Sanctuary, it is built for commercial operation, giving it a long service
life between major overhauls.
It has effectively been a one owner locomotive, with Arthur Birch treating it
as his
precious
and much
cared for Loco Build Plate on the side of the smoke box.
engine.
As for ranking amongst the best miniature express steam
locomotives in Australia, the big 12 inch gauge
locomotives in WA stay in their shed and are very difficult
to see, so they shouldn’t be included. Besides Peter
Jackman’s VR H220, the only comparable publicly visible
express steam locomotive is the “sister” loco at the
Currumbin Wildlife Sanctuary. That locomotive is owned
by the National Trust and is commercially operated. Ours
is in club hands, meaning members , after suitable
instruction will , have access to driving it.
The drivers footplate view . Fittings are all there and
along the lines of a full size loco . Warwick photo
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The Plan for It
Prior to it’s arrival Rob discussed the plans for
getting the loco back in service and how it would be
operated. Here are the major points :The Committee can be assured that the
intention is to initially operate this locomotive in
passenger traffic in a similar manner to the frequency
of operation of locomotive No.1200, Franklyn Flyer,
before it became unavailable for regular service (Last
Sunday of each month.). All being well, it is expected
this frequency of operation could be continued until
another large steam locomotive is available to share
this duty .
No other storage place is available, so it is proposed
to bring the locomotive directly from Warnervale,
NSW, to the Steam Club. ( Of course this went to
No 43 Peeping out of it’s new home . The locomotive, including
plan with Rob and his son Rick hiring and enclosed
tender, is 14 feet 7 inches long over pulling lines.
trailer and doing a dash to Sydney in their 4wd and
bringing the loco and associated spares to the club. It was unloaded directly onto the turntable using a ramp specially
constructed in advance ).
Known work needed on the locomotive prior to passenger running:
1. An ashpan to be made and fitted. We had a win here the existing one looks OK
2. Couplings to be made for attaching to the Steam Club carriages and attaching another train at the front.
3.A complete strip down and paint of the whole locomotive. The current paint is beyond being able to be touched up.
( A rethink here, lets tidy it up and get it going as it is . The weather is no good for painting at the moment and the sooner the
better we can run steam again).
4.An examination of the steam oil feed system.
5. An assessment of the 40 plus rolling bearings, bronze bush bearings
and slide bearings for their condition and lubrication requirements.
Preliminary Check of motion looks very encouraging
The aged appearance is misleading. The working parts are oily and
generally free of rust.
For train braking, the control unit mounted on Joy was previously
swapped between Joy and Franklyn Flyer. Initially, this brake control
unit can be swapped between Joy and No.43.
As for P11, our new Dinkum Diesel , No.43 will be checked for
compliance with AS 3533.
A document be
prepared setting out the
guidelines for
operation of the locomotive,
While long-term ownership is sorted out the intention is to have it available
to the membership for operation as if it is owned by the club.
It also needs mentioning that prior to settling for the locomotive Rob
arranged for it to be looked at by a NSW Boiler Inspector who declared the
boiler to be in very good condition .Ed
The boiler Registration plate shows it certified for 125 psi . That extra 25 psi available over model boilers can make a big
difference in performance

No 43 Background Here is little bit of the background of the loco taken from a letter to MSTEC from
Rob Worland . The full story reads like a Fairy Tale how good triumphs over bad and you do not find good luck you have to
make it . I am sure it, along with some historic photos, will be the subject of a future SS story .
Authur Birch got the passion for large scale minature railways as a youngster in the mid 1920’s after seeing one operating
on top of a Sydney building and the passion never left him . In the 1960’s a work collegue told him about one at a Queensland
Wildlife Sanctuary and after riding around on it all day tracked down the loco builder Jim Jackson a Queensland master
minature locomotive constructer and commissioned him to make a 12 inch gauge loco resembling 1910 US West Coast
Baldwin loco which came out about 1/3 scale.
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He then needed somewhere to operate it and the owner of the Australian Reptile Park at Gosford agreed to let him set one
up in 1967.
On its closure in 1975 .he bought a 25 acre block and built his own Smokey Mountain railway but being out of the way
passengers were relatively small. Enter Len Gaut who joined Authur’s railway team as a teenager in 1973.Over the years they
became firm friends so Authur arranged for Len to inherit the loco and property on his death. In Arthur's last days he expressed
the wish that the loco goes on display and is used for the public, that was in 2006 . In 2021 pressure from developers brought
about the closure of the Smokey Mountain Railway and it was time for Len to implement Arthur’s wishes. All the hard work
our members have put into developing our little railway and museum at Scoresby had not gone unnoticed by Len so he though
we would be a worthy reciprocant and offered the locomotive through Rob Worland at a very reasonable price. An offer like
this needs quick action and thanks to Rob Worland the Loco No 43 arrived at Scoresby on the afternoon of Friday the 17 of
June after a dash to Sydney to pick it up.
The sun shines for the first time in
weeks as Rob and Tony push out
“Clive” for members to inspect .
Surely a good omen .

Its name Clive comes from a steam lighter on Sydney harbour that Authur loved watching at work . It will be retained as a
mark of respect for Authurs passion for steam machinery and Lens generosity .
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Peter Morris soon had
the roller going after
cleaning congealed
sludge out of the
injection pump .
Peter Lynch photo

A new Roller
This McDonald roller has recently been generously donated to MSTEC by Streetworks a Civil construction Company based in
Pakenham with the offer that if we would like it they would deliver it free to our
grounds. How good is that ? Actually they have been good to us before with the
donation of a rare Gradall track mounted excavator . Members will remember it
on display by the top end of our lake . It had an extendible boom like an arm
with a wrist joint on the end to which the bucket was attached allowing it to work
in confined spaces. Although a very rare and collectable machine the repairs
necessary to the hydraulic system were beyond our resources so when an earth
moving contractor from Tasmania got very interest it is now over there getting
restored . Our first sight of the roller was it arriving on Streetworks
twin steer tilt tray , A handy piece of kit .
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K. Neal McDonald’s authoritive book A.H. McDonald , Industrial Pioneer was quickly consulted. The specs of our
roller Perkins 4 cylinder Diesel engine , 4 speed manual transmission , driven through a torque converter , quick action
forwards and reverse and fitted with hydraulic disc brakes narrowed it down to a model NB. The N range was introduced in
1968 first with an optional range of transmission and alternative engines but was rationalized down to the most popular spec.
Ours fits in around 1976 . Roller production carried thru mostly unchanged except for enclosed cabins, with the last being
supplied in 1986 with the company now being in the hands of Jacques .
Neal’s book informs that by the early 1900’s the need for roads as we know them was starting to become apparent creating
a demand for stone crushing plant and rollers to compact them. Steam rollers had started appearing but very few were made in
Australia . By 1910. A.H. Mc Donald, who were already building tractors, turned their attention to this market with their first
motor roller built in 1911 and sold to the Borough of Oakleigh in 1912.
All up we have got quite a range of 3 point rollers down at the club. Seven McDonalds representing designs from 1930 and
now , thanks to our latest acquisition , to the end in 1986. There are 4 other internal combustion rollers , 2 of which are tractor
conversion , then of course there are the 3 steam rollers. That must make us the place to be for roller enthusiasts, particularly
for those mattress makers who cannot tell the difference between steam and diesel rollers!

Heaps of Wood
Once again Aaron lead the charge and got the wood heap
clean up underway. All the rotten timber was removed, what
was salvageable was stacked in the crates supplied by Aaron.
Road scalping’s were spread out and rolled with the clubs
new roller that Peter M had nursed back into life while this
work was taking place.

The wood splitter has been moved out close to the timber
stack to save all the double handling, crates can be put close by
and loaded as the wood is split then forked into position for
storage.

The crates have numerous advantages, better presentation to the
public, keeping the area safe and tidy, assisting with drying,
craters can be taken to display areas during the rally so close at
hand and the list goes on.
Although the back of this is broken there is still work to
be done, all the offcuts from the saw mill can be cut and stacked
in crates as well as the wood by the gate and the endless project
of wood splitting plus rubbish timber taken to the burn pile.
Thanks should go out to Aaron, Dean, Adam, Brenton, Neil
(afternoon shift) Phil and myself, as well as Peter M for bring
our roller back to life
It was good to see our young members rolling up their sleeves to help.

Neil,

A Visit by a Driverless Crane
Yesterday , 21 June, at the Museum Phil and I
were working on the Willans when we heard and
then saw a red driverless crane go past the door.
We downed tools and went out for a sticky
beak. It was a Jekko JF545 Articulated Crawler
Crane from Taylors Trees the mob who are
donating wood for the boilers.
Apparently one of their trucks was bogged up the back paddock, and this 20 tonne crawler was here to extract it.
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I guess technically the truck wasn't bogged as such, it just ran
out of traction on the very soggy ground. Two massive tree
trunks in the tipper didn't help.
The crane, which had a grapple saw attached was amazing, it
pulled the truck without effort. The operator drove the truck
and controlled the crane at the same time.
The best part was when the truck was heading down
towards the lake, the crane trundled along behind like a
faithful dog.
Story and pic by Len Brighton
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J. I. Thornycroft High Speed Compound Marine
Steam Engine
Dated 1884
Neil Meyers

Figure 1: HMVS Lonsdale underway on Port Phillip Bay. Note the Whitehead torpedo secured in the torpedo dropping gear.
Image courtesy RAN

Introduction
Recently, the MSTEC was offered a unique engine – a J.I. Thornycroft and Co high speed compound marine engine.
Because of this engine’s significance, the Club has applied to the National Cultural Heritage Account to assist with the
purchase of this engine. This J.I. Thornycroft high speed compound marine steam engine is complete although partially
dismantled.
This1884 Thornycroft High Speed Compound marine engine is the only known example from colonial navy torpedo boats in
Australia. Other objects recovered from the remaining craft are housed at the Queensland Museum, Queenscliff Maritime
Museum and Museum of HMAS Cerberus, in Victoria.
During the 1880/90's Thornycroft built over 100 various size torpedo boats at their yard on the Thames for the Admiralty and
other navies around the world. A total of fourteen torpedo boats served in the naval defence of Australia (10) and New Zealand
(4). Australasia’s colonial governments purchased these vessels as a consequence of fears of seaborne invasion by Imperial
Russia and other foreign powers (Hunter 2012), and these torpedo boats remained in service in colonial and Australian national
navies until 1911. All were eventually put up for sale, but most failed to find buyers, were ultimately stripped and abandoned
or scrapped (Hunter 2012).
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An image of a Thornycroft Torpedo boat engine in
a UK museum . One can also be seen running on the
internet to give a good idea of what we are interested
in . Ed https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=BH3r5OUaVXE

The particular J.I. Thornycroft high speed
compound engine, we are interested in , was
recovered and installed at Gordon Technical College
in Geelong for training purposes, and is the only
engine from these torpedo boats understood to have
been reused following their military service.
While at the Gordon Technical College, this engine
was used as a teaching aid to train engineers and for
undertaking engine driving exams, and was an
important asset to the college to improve and grow
their engineering training service.
When the engine laboratory was closed at Gordon Technical College, it was purchased by a private collector and stored in a
residential shed.

The 1884 Thornycroft High Speed Compound Engine – the details
The vessels HMVS Lonsdale and Nepean were built by the English shipbuilder J.I. Thornycroft and Co, Chiswick, London.
HMVS Lonsdale was completed in 1884 and together with HMVS Nepean she was transported to Australia as deck cargo
aboard SS Port Darwin arriving in Melbourne on 7 July 1884.
The 1884 Thornycroft high speed compound steam engine is a marine type compounding surface-condensing two-cylinder
engine having a high-pressure cylinder of 8¼ inches and low-pressure cylinder of 13½ inches diameter with an 8-inch stroke,
fitted with large balanced counterweights on the crankshaft so these engines could develop 100 indicated horsepower at 670
RPM. The engine offered to MSTEC retains its worm reduction gear on the forward high-pressure end of the crankshaft to
drive two short stroke boiler feed water pumps.
It is uncertain if this engine was fitted to the HMVS Lonsdale or HMVS Nepean, both Victorian colonial navy second class
torpedo boats of the same construction.

History and Provenance
The torpedo boat that this steam engine was fitted to was regarded as one of the greatest achievements of nineteenth century
engineering. Torpedo boats of this period featured a steel hull stiffened by ribs and angle bars to minimise weight while
maintaining strength. The torpedo boats were considered to be one of the strongest structures of the time for its weight (The
Engineer 1886). The power developed by the boat's boiler was substantially greater than that of a typical locomotive boiler of
the time, and the engines were also considered to be lightweight and well made. J I Thornycroft built the first vessel capable of
19 knots, of which both HMVS vessels Lonsdale and Nepean were examples. Later torpedo boats built by A F Yarrow were
the first vessels capable of 22 knots, with the Victorian colonial navy torpedo boat HMVS Countess of Hopetoun being an
example purchased by Victoria in 1891. High speed and manoeuvrability were considered to be essential in the role these boats
were designed to undertake. (The Engineer 1886)
These torpedo boats were the pinnacle of marine technology at the time, using innovative technology, construction methods
and materials throughout the vessels to minimise weight, increase engine power and improve manoeuvrability.

Military
The colonial governments of Australia and New Zealand purchased a total of fourteen British built torpedo boats between 1883
and 1893. These were small, lightweight and fast vessels with good manoeuvrability, designed to attack much larger enemy
ships within the confines of harbours and inland waterways. They were an integral component of the Australian colonies’
efforts to develop coastal defences for important ports, and formed a crucial part of a larger response to regional threats and
other defensive concerns. Foremost among these were perceived Russian military threats on British possessions in Australia
and pacific region, and the withdrawal of the bulk of Imperial British forces from Australia in 1870 (Hunter 2012).
Lonsdale and Nepean had very little use. Their first operational assignment was during the latter half of 1884, when they
served as part of an escort flotilla for Victoria’s Governor. The voyage, undertaken in conjunction with the Victorian gunboats
Albert and Victoria and HMVS Childers, delivered the Governor from Port Phillip Heads to the training vessel HMVS Nelson
and back to Port Melbourne. In mid-1885, both Second Class torpedo boats were slipped at the Williamstown Naval Depot
undergoing maintenance, and later underwent further brief torpedo exercises and maintenance until 1886. In April 1886 the
HMVS Lonsdale and Nepean participated in a series of mock naval attacks during Melbourne’s annual Easter military
manoeuvres. Following the 1887 Easter annual training exercises, both boats were laid up for approximately one year (Gillett
1982; Jones 1986).
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Figure 3:
HMVS
Lonsdale
placed on
slipway at
Williamstown.
Image
courtesy RAN

Following Federation of the Australian colonies in 1901, both the Lonsdale and Nepean were transferred to Commonwealth
control. In 1902, the CNF Lonsdale was put up for auction but was later reintegrated into the CNF when no buyer was found.
In 1912 the Lonsdale was decommissioned, with the engines, fittings, ancillaries and boiler removed and both vessels were
again put up for auction in 1914, with no buyers being found (Hunter 2012).
Figure 4. Lonsdale’s abandoned hull at
Queenscliff, Victoria ca. 1915. Image
courtesy of the Queenscliff Maritime
Museum.
By the end of their operational service, as
they were highly specialised torpedo boats,
their secondary use was extremely limited
by both navy and civilians, even as nonmilitary working vessels or storage hulks.
This resulted in these boats being stripped,
broken up for scrap, or dumped (Hunter
2012).
Of the fourteen torpedo boats that were purchased by the Australian and New
Zealand Governments, only four hulls are known to have survived from New
Zealand’s Defender, Queensland’s HMQS Mosquito, and the Victorian vessels
HMVS Lonsdale and the Countess of Hopetoun

Education – Gordon Technical College
During the late 1800s, Geelong's increasing importance as an industrial centre,
along with a worrying overseas trend showing Britain was losing its traditional
markets to the United States and Europe, spurred leading Geelong citizens to
campaign for greater technical training. Since opening in 1887, the Gordon
Technical College has developed into an institution operating across four
campuses. (The Gordon 2014).
Figure 5: Thornycroft High Speed Compound Steam Engine as found, showing
Gordon Technical College cream paint and steam indicator attachments
The use of this Thornycroft marine engine was important to expand the
available training at the Gordon Technical College and was actively used to
train young engineers in the Heat Engine laboratory of the Technical College
during World War One and later.
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During the time this engine spent at the Gordon Technical College, it was repainted cream and fitted with test steam cocks to
each cylinder, with a valve to select above or below the piston, used as part of experiments in the Gordon Technical College
heat engine laboratory for setting up engine indicators and taking indicator diagrams used in calculating the indicated
horsepower.

Where can I see one?
There are no other known examples of a
Thornycroft high speed compound steam engine in
any community collections in Australia.
There are some extant artefacts from the HMVS
Lonsdale and Nepean housed at the Queenscliff
Maritime Museum in Victoria, including several
photographs. Some artefacts from the HMVS
Lonsdale were found buried at the Queenscliff
Maritime Museum during an archaeological
excavation and research between 1983 and 2006.
Figure 2. Lonsdale’s conning tower and disarticulated bow section in situ, as they appeared during the 2006 excavation. Image
courtesy of Geoff Hewitt and TerraCulture Heritage Consultants.

Other examples
There are several engines in UK museums and a non-operational example in the Lyttelton Torpedo Boat Museum located in ,
NZ.. To be continued
In the Next issue of Steam Supreme we will finish off Neil’s article and also take a closer look at the NewZealand one
thanks to an article by Jo Lloyd
Ed
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A WINTER Run Day
It was a bleak day with the clouds
almost down to ground level . The
first thing that struck me as I arrived
was steam oozing out from under
the sheets of Bay 1 and 2 . Entering
the building the cause was obvious .
Steam leaving the exhausts of the
engines was rising and condensing
on the underside of the cold roof
and yes it was raining inside .
Jo Lloyd pics .
Despite the conditions there was quite a contingent of visitors and
members.
The Diesel section was running and the Lyttelton crew where also
adding their share of steam . The
ploughing engine was paddling around
the arena and our little train took
around $ 300 despite light misty rain
most of the day .
“Ned” Mason had his 4 HP
Marshall Britannia down at the
Museum for the first time chuffing
away . A nice engine having spent
most of it’s life in a shearing shed.
The most sensible place to be was
by the forge watching our Blacksmith Stephen Nicoll weaving his
magic repairing a historic jemmy bar
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As I know there are quite a number of members who use needle guns as an aid to removing rust and scale, while
restoring their treasures, I thought I would describe my first encounters with this device.
Our current home in the late sixties, has some 120ft. or steel balustrade because of raised verandahs .
Unfortunately being outside, and in the prevailing weather and not getting periodic painting the end result is
something of a rusty mess and was starting to corrode rather badly. As I had seen what some of our club
members were achieving with needle guns and I had secured a reasonable air supply it seamed like the way to go.
A couple where purchased and a start made until for various reasons the job had to be suspended.
Fortunately I was able to procure the services of a local handyman, As there had been good results on the larger
sections of steel it was decided to try the needle gun on the 5/8”\ 16mm bars from which the balustrade is made.
This is when the real issues started, not long into the job the first needle gun started spitting the needles out of the
gun, at first a needle would come out minus the head, then complete needles escaped rendering the gun useless.
The following will show what I have found and an evaluation of my reasoning.
See picture left.
An example of the gun used on this project, essentially an air
chisel\hammer with needle attachment clamped to the front,
unfortunately the needle units rarely come as separate parts
and if available cost as much as purchasing the complete
thing.
The picture on the left is fairly self
explanatory, showing the parts of the
needle\scaling attachment.
As shown it mainly consists of a steel barrel
a couple of plastic guides and support for the
needles with a return spring. The hammer
pin is essentially a flat anvil which transmits
the action from the hammer unit to the ends
of the needles supported in the needle guide.
After the second gun suffered the same failure, it was time to do some
investigating. Once the circlip (not shown) is removed, all of the parts
just slide out.
See left :- the end result but I don't believe, the cause of all the issues.
First thoughts were cheap materials etc. however after doing a few
basic but simple tests the vital parts appeared to have both suitable
hardness and toughness. So then some thought as to how these things
work. First there is the air hammer delivering 3000\4000 blows per
minute and at 90psi quite some force involved, this impact is delivered
to the ends of the needles which in turn act as a multitude of small
chisels on the surface of the job.
Then after destroying two guns in exactly the same way, without much to show for it came the lightbulb moment, the type of
job, and in my terms dry firing. While working on a mostly flat surface no problem had been encountered, however as soon as
attempts were made to scale the 16mm bars troubles started , then I realised that most of the needles, in fact all at some stage
were just punching fresh air. With no resistance the needles could power forward with great force until they lose the head or
finally wreck the guide block.
Note :- Beware, when a needle exits the gun, it does so at considerable force, and travels quite a distance, so potentially very
dangerous.
Ray Bedford

